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Editor‘s Letter
Welcome Readers,
We are still reeling with excitement from all the positive feedback we received from our first issue. We heard a lot
of similar comments used to describe our magazine: Sophisticated, Professional, Original, Classy, Empowering,
Positive and Informative. This gave us a feeling of being right on track with our mandate of evolving people,
teams and organizations. We also got onboard, eight new contributing writers who were delighted to align
themselves with a magazine that helps people grow. We thoroughly enjoy producing issues that help people to
evolve both personally and professionally, and getting great feedback definitely adds to our motivation.
After our first “Winning” edition, that featured Mohamed Ali as our inspirational leader, we decided the second
issue needed to have a visionary focus as the world is changing so fast and seems due for another watershed. It
was easy to choose Richard Branson as our featured leader, as he embodies everything that the word visionsary
stands for and has an amazing entrepreneurial vision.
It was very insightful to put together this “Visionary” edition, that takes a close look at artificial intelligence (AI)
and its impact on our lives. Reading through all the articles, I realized that there is so much happening in the
world of technology and computers that I had absolutely no idea about. As a Baby Boomer, I am not particularly
tech-savvy and I am definitely far away from the likes of my grandsons, The Digital Natives, who regularly show
me how to efficiently use my I-pad.
A lot of questions are raised in this issue, on whether to embrace or fear the coming wave of AI and the massive
changes it will bring with it. I have decided to metaphorically grab a robotic surf-board and technologically
ride the digital wave. I choose to “embrace it”, and not fear it, as I have absolute trust that the human brain
is the most elegant computer in existence. Everything that humans have designed so far to try to match our
magnificent in-built computer, is actually modeled with our brain in mind. After all, we process millions of
sensory inputs automatically and constantly, and we have millions of pattern processors that are responsible for
human thought.
Yes, maybe those AI robots will be able to process faster and in more volume than us, but they will never have
what we have: a live beating heart and an emotional operating system with empathy!
As well as advancing commerce and industry and so many other fields, I hope that the focus of AI, together with
human skill and ingenuity, can be used to fundamentally rethink how we solve the world’s problems and to
make a better world for the generations that will follow.
Enjoy the read.

Editor In Chief,

Julie-ann Odell
editor@evolvemagegypt.com
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From chatbots to autonomous cars, AI applications are rapidly transforming industry and society,
bringing benefits such as increased efficiencies, new products and less repetitive tasks.
The discovery of electricity was arguably one of the most
important in human history. It ushered in a time of invention and
evolution of the likes never imaginable to previous civilizations.
The invention of electricity, alone, enhanced our efficiency and
productivity and enabled us to live in a seemingly perpetual
day, as work could go on well after the sun had set because
we had a way to illuminate the night. Great minds such as
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Edison and Nikolai Tesla pushed
humanity forwards on a path that permanently changed
human lives. Their discoveries were studied and expanded on
by so many in the years that followed and they transformed the
world time and time again into something we had previously
only dreamed of.
Without a doubt, the road that the great minds of the past have
taken us down has been of immense benefit, and has led to
countless inventions that have allowed us to prosper, expand
and evolve for the better. However, there is an argument to be
made that none of these discoveries were as impactful as the
invention of the computer. And, that none will be as impactful
to our future as the invention of artificial intelligence (AI). In fact,
some are saying that AI will be the greatest invention of human
kind! And that raises an important question: Should we fear it
or embrace it?

What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
AI is defined as the ability of a digital computer or computercontrolled robot to perform tasks commonly associated with
intelligent beings. The term is frequently applied to the project
of developing systems endowed with the intellectual processes
characteristic of humans, such as the ability to reason, discover
meaning, generalize, or learn from past experience.

Artificial Intelligence has Arrived
The snowballing impact that AI is having and is going to have
on society is undeniable. It pervades many industries and
its potential benefits have been predicted to double annual
economic growth rate in a number of developed economies
in the future. It is already integrated into our everyday lives.
You can find it in your smart phones, the websites you browse,
banks, security systems, customer service, and even in the
hiring process of new employees. In the near future, we will see
an explosive expansion, as startups for countless applications
of AI are already growing at an exponential rate; and we are
still very much in the infant stages of AI’s integration into our
lives. Leading analytical firms predict that annual AI enterprise
software revenue will grow from its 2016 value of $644 million
to an astounding $39 billion by 2025. That is a 6,000 percent
growth; so it is clear that future business will be conducted in a
vastly different manner.

Self-Driving Vehicles
Some of the top companies in the world, such as Google, Apple,
Intel, and many automotive companies have been working
diligently on the development of self-driving cars. This will
result in largely reduced traffic accidents, road congestion,
and carbon emissions. Automobile insurance will become a
thing of the past, as collisions will become almost non-existent.
We may easily end up living in a world where the expenses
4

involved in car ownership will no longer be an issue, as we
may not even own cars. Companies could hold vast amounts
of self-driving automobiles that will pick you up and deliver
you to your destination via an app on your smartphone. This is
something companies like Uber, Lyft, and Careem are already
heavily investing in.
Postal and shipping services would see an exponential increase
in productivity, as without needing human drivers they could
operate 24/7 without a pause. Humans require training, time
for sleeping and eating, and can get involved in accidents. All
of this equates into huge costs that could be turned into large
profits with digital drivers. Packages would be delivered via
drones, directly to your front door or office building and they
would arrive in half the time. Needless to say, Amazon are
already doing this in some parts of the world.

The World of Investment
Stockholders and potential investors have much to gain from the
advancement of AI. Currently, human stockbrokers sift through
mountains of data and mainly rely on intuition in their decisionmaking. With AI, large amounts of data could be analyzed
at breakneck speeds and it would make significantly more
accurate predictions based on proven algorithms. This would
result in much higher returns and make it possible for anyone
to become an investor. The AI would tell you what companies
to invest in, how much to buy, when to hold and when to sell.
It could easily identify fraudulent stocks or criminal activities in
the market. Not to mention that it would be available at all times
of the day, constantly working without rest. This would have a
massive impact on the economy and on new, developing, and
already established businesses.
These are just some prime examples of how AI can work for our
personal and professional lives. There are many more, including
predictive maintenance, cyber security, employee recruitment,
market research, advertising, accounting and customer service
etc. The list can go on, as there is almost no industry that AI
cannot help with or take over entirely. And as these systems do
not require salary, training, or downtime, they will drastically
change the way business is conducted.
It sounds exciting to picture a world where our cars drive us to
work, where we greet our cybernetic receptionist, our networks
are safe, our meetings are all planned out, and our monotonous
tasks are all accomplished for us. However, on the flip side, what
happens to all of the people that used to do the jobs that these
AI systems are now taking over? It is natural to fear such a thing.
But it is important to remember, that just as the development of
robots took over the manufacturing industry, they also created
new employment opportunities in the field of robotics. As the
reach of AI expands, the need for people working towards its
development will expand as well, so needless to say we will
always need people working on the next generation of AI.
We have so much more to gain by embracing AI than we have
to lose by fearing it. Why not fully welcome this world of artifical
intelligence and its associated technology and take the path as
far as it will lead us.

The Rise Of Artificial Intelligence
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By: Waleed Alfaris
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Z

generation
By: Hassan Helmy

5 TIPS TO ENGAGE
GENERATION Z

1. Create a Fitting Culture:
Like any other generation, Gen Z values
security & stability in the workplace. Feeling
aligned with the corporate culture is critical for hiring
them and retaining them and it is imperative to focus on connectivity.
2. Offer Opportunities for Growth:
Gen Z is willing to start at the
bottom and work their way up.
They need personal growth and
professional development and like
to have a clear career path.
3. Contribute to the Community:
Gen Z does not want to work solely for a corporation’s
bottom line. They want to also contribute to a greater
good in their community and beyond.
4. Value Diversity & Inclusion:
Gen Z values an environment of diversity and inclusion.
This is where they flourish.
5. Give Them A Voice:
Gen Z like to share their opinions and feel heard and recognized. It’s important
for them to operate in an environment that encourages innovation and open,
honest and transparent communication.
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Generation Z

T

he world went through a huge change after the Second World War, with traditional thinking making way for progressive
thought. With so much happening, sociologists and psychologists created new terms to dub the generations to better
understand the groups of people born into specific times with similar sorts of experiences. Looking back at the past few
decades, we see a huge shift in the way different generations act and interact. In many ways they are similar, as it’s quite
common to find a CEO or owner in their mid-sixties or seventies working with the Internet (something stapled to Gen X)
and at other times find a junior specialist (Gen Y) stuck in the ways of the past , working with written documents and preferring to
follow orders.
The Traditionalists, born before1945, gave way to the Baby Boomers (called so after a sudden increase in the birth rates post the
war). In turn, the Baby Boomers parented Gen X (born in the 70’s and 80’s) who were more competitive and focused on creating
wealth. The Millennials were next (sometimes called Gen Y) born around the turn of the 21st century and who are now very much a
part of the workforce, adding dedication and search for meaning.
The latest ones to join the scene are Generation Z (Gen Z), born roughly between the mid 90’s and the 00’s. They have been given
many different names like Post Millennials, iGen and Digital Natives amongst others. They are now the teens and pre-teens of our
society, and have known connectivity through the Internet their entire lives. They have tapped into, and are now the heavy users of
social media; and because of their digital trends, social media job descriptions are becoming very much the norm.
Many people in the workplace are posing huge considerations for Gen Z to arrive in their companies, whilst others are not
even giving them a second thought. Forward thinking companies like GE, Cisco and others are getting ready for this new wave
of workers and have changed the traditional performance management, top-down approach to one that is dependent on a
flexible method of check-ins and updates that allows for the flow of success rather than specific KPI’s.
It is not systems alone that make a company grow. You could have a great system and quality manual, and with the wrong
people implementing that system, it will be of little use. And, on the other hand, you could have great minds working
and producing ideas while there is no process or structure to ensure their alignment. It is a needed balance that allows
businesses to grow; one that is dependent on the structure and on the people with a focus on positivity and productivity.
Google, Facebook and similar are already geared towards a workplace that will include all generations. The tools they
have applied take into consideration the changing norms and behavior of the ones who actually create the business. This
is the approach that Gen Z will find second nature, as it requires a different mindset than present in some of the older generations.
So why so much talk about Gen Z? It is clear: They are the new workforce coming and represent, for some, the fear of the unknown.
They are a generation with very little awareness of life outside of the Grid. A generation that does not depend on political or social
boundaries and as they are born into a connected world via the web. They interact via short videos and do-it-yourself clips on
YouTube and they live and breathe social media. They aren’t really concerned about monetary topics like their parents or even their
older siblings. They seek value and want to make a positive difference to the planet. So what are we to expect? Probably faster
decisions and fresh ideas running like wildfire.
What’s important is that the wave of change is coming and Gen Z is an important focal point. The time has come to consider them
as a vital part of our future workforce and not just our customer base. The current workforce need to be ready to do things differently,
as Gen Z will move things around and won’t take no for an answer. Take my youngest daughter, for example, her and her friends
are around 11 years of age. They literally do not accept showstoppers; find a way to get around obstacles, make contacts and
connections to get someone on their side, and create wonders to make things happen.
It is imperative that we remember that “fresh blood” creates innovation and brings value and worth. The world is changing
and so are people, and everyone is different. Diversity is now very much in focus, and political and social norms are
disappearing to give way to the one big village that was just a mere thought back in the 90’s. Gen Z is definitely our new
workforce, so let us not make the age-old mistake of the past and resist change. Yes, working hours may become a thing
of the past; assigned space could be something ancient; but we can put some rules, and create objectives, and then give
them the freedom to create. What is for sure is that mobility and connectivity are, without a doubt, an integral part of
the new future and we need a generation that feel comfortable with it. We know that they will definitely reinvent the
way things have been done up until now, but let’s face it we need it. So let’s welcome the coming leaders of this
century with open arms and collaborate with them.

About The Author

Hassan is an HR professional with 25+ years of local and international experience in the varying fields of
telecommunications, construction, and HR. His personal aim is to continue helping people and organizations
identify their fullest potential, specifically in the areas of people development, HR transformation, and change
management. He is a trainer, assessor and public speaker, and is currently working with Willis Towers Watson as
an HR director for the Egypt Hub.
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AI in digital
learning

By: Priyanka Kadam,
Saffron Interactive

Things move fast in the AI sphere. With Elon Musk and other influencers calling for a ban on automated death bots,
and AI now able to beat humans at complex games, a distant future of sentient robots doesn’t actually seem that
distant at all. But how could these developments be harnessed to improve organizational or individual performance
through digital learning?
The design and development of truly transformative corporate learning is a long, considered, often-painstaking process. It can be sped
up, at the cost of quality, by rapid development authoring tools, but it usually relies on the expertise of instructional designers and
developers combined. As AI becomes more competent, however, these roles could be entirely superseded by AI in the near future. Even
if it doesn’t entirely take over the creative process anytime soon, AI could begin to assist it in various ways by working together with
human creators. Of course, we’re going to get into the debate over whether AI will ever be able to be truly creative, but the possibility of
the automatic crafting of learning is there!
AI in learning doesn’t have to be restricted solely to the creation of content and the automation of coding. Personalization and curation
are more important than ever, especially as learners are becoming more and more accustomed to it in their daily lives as consumers. Vast
amounts of automatic processing of user data goes into the personalization of services such as Google, and a similar approach could just
as easily be taken to learning.
				
				
				
				

It’s already done, to an extent; by using data collected through frameworks such as xAPI, but it
could be harnessed far more powerfully. Advanced curation wouldn’t just recommend different
parts of a course based on learner data, but could actually bring in content from outside the
course, whether from other courses on an LMS, or from the wider Internet.

				
				
				
				
				

Related to this is the concept of AI-driven adaptive digital learning. Still in the vein of
personalization, this would mean that the course could be adapted in terms of difficulty based on
the learner’s progress. This may initially have to be combined with the creation of different levels of
content by the designers, but ultimately AI would be able to vary the difficulty of the course itself,
providing an optimal experience for each and every learner.

				
				
				
			
			
			
				

All the data collected and analyzed by the AI in this process would reveal insights about the
course structure and usage that would allow the course to be modified, potentially in real
time. Is there a certain part of the course that learners are struggling with way more than they
should? The AI could flag it to designers, or smooth it out and provide more assistance to
learners. This could all take place in real time, a continuous process of tuning and repair.
Combined with the kind of insights behavioral science has already given us into the learning
process, learning could really be taken to the next level.

				
				
				
				

Another way in which the AI could aid learning is by functioning as a virtual assistant; as Siri gets
more useful every day, and chatbots are becoming prevalent in every aspect of consumer life. At our
company, Saffron ,we often use a virtual mentor figure in our online courses. This helps guide
learners alongthe journey, as we believe it makes a difference to interact with a friendly face.

				

Just imagine if the mentor could hold a
conversation with you – all automatically
translated by another AI.
So as you can see, there is an abundance of
potential applications for AI in learning, and
we’ve only really begun to just scratch the
surface. At this stage, it’s all rather predictive
and theoretical, but the capability of AI is
advancing at an ever-increasing rate and it
is definitely going to dramatically impact the
world of learning.
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5

COOLEST
ROBOTIC
COMPANIES
AROUNDTHE
WORLD

Robotics are a clear-cut, assistive technology for
humans. They offer our world a wide-range of
capabilities ranging from home needed assistance
to innovative technological additions to industry.
In this issue, we take a look at some useful robotics
around the globe:

1

iRobot

iRobot is an American technology firm established
by three MIT graduates whose interests are oriented
towards robotics. Their vision is to design robots for
space exploration, in the meantime they specialize
in consumer goods, mainly vacuum cleanliness. The
three main robots produced are: Roomba, Braava, and
Mirra:

ROOMBA
iRobot group created Roomba to specifically have a
potent cleaning system with sharp sensors to ensure
the quality of cleanliness provided in homes is up to
standard. This robot manoeuvers throughout the
house, adapting to it structurally, in order to remove all
unwanted daily dust.

10

BRAAVA
iRobot’s mopping system. This robot handles stains in
areas that seem unreachable. Braava is usually attached
to a cleaning pad in order for it to automatically start
mopping. Depending on the cleanliness state of the
floors, Braava will choose whether wet mopping, damp
mopping, or dry sweeping is needed.

MIRRA
Mirra is especially designed for pool cleaning. This
robot’s expertise is confined to scrubbing the walls
and floors of pools; removing unwanted dirt such as
hair and leaves, as well as ensuring a microbe-free
environment.

5 Coolest Robotic Companies Around The World

2

Google

Google’s productions and innovations are endless.
CEO Larry Page created a new firm called Alphabet
back in 2015 focused on robotic productions such as
self-driving cars. One of the main robotics subsidiaries
affiliated to Alphabet is Boston Dynamics who build
unique, sensored-based robots that have extraordinary
mobility, flexibility, and speed. BigDog is one of them:

4

3

Touch Bionics is a supplier of prosthetic innovations
and other services intended to guarantee the most
suitable and appropriate outcomes for people who
suffer from upper limb flaws. The different productions
they have accomplished have specified to provide
solutions to the various upper limb deficiencies
humans might encounter. One of the many great
productions is i-limb ultra.

i-LIMB ULTRA
Through this invention, the
prosthesis moves almost
naturally. Certain motorized
digits provide the ability
to bend at the joints of the
associated digit numbers. This
technology presents the hand
with a compliant grip that
precisely follows the physical
structure of the item being
held.

Northrop Grumman is an American institution and
one of the primary, global security companies in
the world delivering innovative systems, large scale
aerospace technology, and robotic productions to
governmental and commercial customers. This firm
offers an astonishing collection of proficiencies and
technologies from undersea to outer space and
into cyberspace. One of the most efficient robots for
hazardous situations is the Andros:

		
ANDROS ROBOTS
These robots are proven
to be the most reliable
when it comes to a need
for rapid reaction. It can
battle through sharp
and rugged fields with
a steady performance.
This robot can support
multiple weapons. Andros
is designed to be adaptable
to warfare zones and
to enhance explosives
ordnance disposal.

BIGDOG
BigDog has four legs representing
an animal-like being with specific
elements to absorb shock and
recycle energy from one
move to the next. This robot
is similar in size to a large dog
with a height of around one
meter and weight of 109 Kg.
It is mainly used to accompany
soldiers through rough terrains
whilst carrying heavy loads, up to
154 Kg.

Touch Bionics

Northrop Grumman

5

ReThink Robotics:

ReThink Robotics are oriented towards producing
human-like robots that work harmlessly alongside
humans to provide them with assistance needed
to complete tasks. They are low-cost labor and one
popular robot produced by Rethink Robotics is Baxter:

Baxter
This two-armed robot
is focused on industrial
duties such as loading,
sorting materials, and
handling of supplies.
Baxter weighs around
85kg without the base and
around 150kg with the
base.
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HOSSAM
SOLIMAN
HUMAN RESOURCES
DIRECTOR OF

T

he field of human resources plays an important role in the process of evolving individuals, teams and
organizations. In every issue, we like to interview HR leaders in the region to hear their opinions and share
their learning experiences. Here we catch up with Hossam Soliman, HR Director of L’Oréal Egypt.

WHAT ARE THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS THAT
HELPED YOU REACH YOUR CURRENT POSITION?

HOW DO YOU SEE THE ROLE OF HR EVOLVING IN
EGYPT?

I believe many major characteristics played a vital role:
• Passion
• Dedication
• Love of learning both personally and professionally
• Transparent and effective communication skills
• And, of course leadership

The role of HR is evolving very fast in Egypt, especially in the last two
decades. Most organizations have realized the role of HR and its vital
impact on organizational change. This role has evolved from a back
office, administrative and reactive function to a proactive department
that lives right at the heart of the organization. In addition, the changes in the economic conditions of the 21st century have brought about
the need for HR leaders to take on additional responsibilities, make
strategic decisions and be an important member of an organization’s
executive committee.

Additionally, as a certified life & executive coach with professional
experience, it strengthens my ability to guide people in their
professional career.

WHAT IS THE GREATEST CHALLENGE YOU HAVE
FACED IN YOUR CAREER SO FAR?
Firstly, I like to look at challenges as opportunities for growth and
learning. Challenges stretch us to think outside of the box. If I look
at what is my biggest learning so far: HR is all about people. New
generations arise with many different characteristics and habits
and as a business grows, strategies and structures need to grow
as well. To stay abreast, you need to constantly study and adapt to
those changes to manage accordingly. This is whilst translating it
all into new HR visions, strategies and processes.
12

As a result, HR is now a much more effective function and it is leaving
a positive footprint in many sectors. By offering professional development, it is helping to create leaders that are more able to explore new
horizons and excel in their careers. This in turn is developing an enterprising spirit that is positively influencing the country.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN DIFFERENCES IN HR
MANAGEMNT BETWEEN THE FMCG INDUSTRY AND
OTHERS
In my opinion, HR principles and basics are the same in all industries.
The difference is how to adapt these principles relevantly to the

Interview With L’oreal HR Director : Hossam Soliman

business type and accordingly translate them into a specific HR
vision and mission that aligns with the business goals and strategic
plans.
The FMCG sector is a vibrant work environment that requires an
HR management style to be just as dynamic. With the massive
move towards digitalization, which is currently prevailing in the
FMCG sector, there is a high move towards Millennials, and this
generation requires special attention in terms of HR management
to ensure that they stay motivated and engaged.

respond immediately to these challenges and to implement development programs that upscale digital skills amongst all employees and keep them abreast of the exponential growth in the field
of technology.
Adding to this, using digital communication for employer branding is now essential for any organization and it has created new
work functions that did not exist a decade ago. Social media has
become a necessary part of the digital age, and with its recent entry into the corporate world, who knows what other new job titles
are looming on the horizon.

WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS OF L’ORÉAL WHEN IT
COMES TO HIRING EMPLOYEES?
At L’Oréal, we always seek to hire the best caliber of people. We
keep our corporate values in mind and strive to match them with
people competencies, so that we can provide the best working
environment. This allows us to secure our position in being the
employer of choice. To do that, we have certain competencies that
we assess in our hiring process on both an individual level and on
a managerial level:
1. Entrepreneurship is at the heart of these competencies.
Taking initiatives and accountability with courage and
transparency and demonstrating responsiveness to internal
and external stakeholders.
2. Being an innovator, challenging the status quo, striving for
excellence and opening new ventures.

HOW DO YOU SEE THE ROLE OF TEAM BUILDING IN
ANY ORGANIZATION?
It plays a crucial role. In L’Oréal “Teams Are The Heroes” and team
cooperation and collaboration is part of our business culture. The
21st century mindset leaves no room for individualism. It is all
about team spirit, collective work and shared success. Driven by
our keenness to empower our employees and develop their collaborative skills, we find that this is done very nicely with team
building.

HOW DO YOU ENSURE YOUR HR DEPARTMENT IS CONSISTENTLY ON TOP OF HR EXPERTISE?

3. Developing cooperative relationships and collective
performance of the team and being an effective integrator.

As an HR business partner we work closely with the organization’s
senior leaders. We are very keen to involve our HR employees in
the expansion projects within the organization, to nurture their exposure to all new HR modules and to develop their HR knowledge
and expertise through different learning tools.

4. Strategic and effective leaders to build a shared vision and
strategic frame, and to lead transformation by aligning both
organizational and human capabilities.

HOW DOES L’ORÉAL ENSURE A HIGH PERFORMANCE
CULTURE THAT IS IN PAR WITH ITS FRENCH HEADQUARTERS?

5. Leveraging diversity and empowering employees to
contribute their best.

L’Oréal group promotes an ethical culture. Accordingly, Etisphere
Independent Institute, has awarded us, as one of the world’s most
ethical companies, eight times in a row. It is a business culture that
definitely sets its own standards, and has created a model that
strictly follows L’Oréal values that are applicable wherever we operate globally.

We foster gender diversity and we grant equal chances for everyone. This guarantees objectivity regardless of age or gender. We
believe that assuring the utmost equality amongst all employees is
a core element inside our organization.

CAN YOU NAME A COUPLE OF CHALLENGES THAT ORGANIZATIONS IN EGYPT ARE FACING RIGHT NOW AND
HOW L’ORÉAL’S HR DEPARTMENT IS RESPONDING TO
THESE CHALLENGES?
Business is growing in Egypt and with this fast paced rhythm,
people and organizational structures are changing as well. This
requires special attention from HR to anticipate the changes
required for the future and to play an advisory role on how to build
the best people organizations for a specific function or division,
and hire top caliber from the market to build the right kind of
internal talent pool.
The fact that we are living in a totally digital era and its associated
rapid growth and transformation, dominates all aspects of life, including corporate organizations. HR as a business partner has to

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT RETENTION STRATEGIES THAT L’ORÉAL PRACTICE?
L’Oréal is always keen to stay committed to be “the school of excellence”. We develop and execute strategies that hammer on people’s development and are based on a needs’ assessment process.
We also aim at enhancing and nurturing employees’ interpersonal
and technical skills.
A concrete talent management process is in place throughout the
year, as well as an important succession-planning tool to identify,
develop and retain talent within the company.
A business culture that embraces cooperation and digital transformation, fosters innovation, encourages cross-functional promotions, and offers a clear career path. We hunt for international opportunities within L’Oréal, where our employees can be positively
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affected on both a personal and professional level, which will
also reflect positively on the Egyptian industry.

WHAT IS L’ORÉAL’S HR POLICY IN ONE SENTENCE?
A disciplined policy that fosters effective communication and
innovation coupled with a cooperative culture.

WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
YOUNG PEOPLE WHO WANT TO BE SUCCESSFUL?
Always work hard and stay determined. Never regret taking
wrong decisions, as there will always be something that you
can learn from your mistakes. Take responsibility and be accountable for what you do. Take every opportunity to get exposed to different cultures, as it widens your horizons and gives
you great cross-cultural experience. Take initiatives and be courageous in them. Never stop learning.

WHAT WORDS WOULD YOU USE TO DESCRIBE
YOURSELF?
•
•
•
•

Ambitious
Adventurous
Practical
Empathetic

WHAT HR ROLE DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST?
I have enjoyed every role I have had in my career so far. I have
worked in many different countries around the world in various HR
positions and each position has allowed me to take different responsibilities, meet new challenges and manage different people.
My career has allowed me to experience many new cultures.
Of course, my current position as an HR director of a big organization offers special enjoyment because of the unique perspective it
gives me into the business. Not only because of the involvement
in the organization’s priorities and challenges, but also because of
the ability to influence the future of the company and being able to
make a difference for employees.

SUM UP YOUR PHILOSOPHY IN ONE SENTENCE?
Always seek a new challenge every day.

NAME A LEADER WHO INSPIRES YOU AND WHY?
H.E. Sheikh Mohamed Bin Rashid. He truly inspires me and he is a
great example of an iconic leader. Under his visionary leadership,
he has built a solid foundation and guidelines of how to bridge
different cultures together in one place, He values freedom and
respect for everyone, and always seeks excellence and quality.

FACTS TO KNOW ABOUT L’ORÉAL
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richard
branson
screw
it, let’s
do it
Book review By:
Mohamed Tamer

‘Screw It Let’s Do It’, is a light, uplifting, easy to read
book that is written in a similar style to an autobiography.
It characterizes some of the key lessons that Richard
Branson has learned throughout his life, whilst becoming
a global icon and a prominent businessman.
Each chapter in the book begins with a key lesson
supported by a small number of behaviors by which
Branson advises people to achieve success. Branson
then goes on to qualify these with various anecdotal
stories from his past, drawing particular attention to his
personal, family and business life and how each one has
influenced the other.
It is full of interesting facts that portray how he lives
his life. For example, did you know that ‘Virgin’ was so
named because when Richard Branson first started out in
business, he and his partner were totally inexperienced in
the business world?
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Branson writes frankly and honestly in a style that is both
engaging and inspiring. He talks about how he started ‘Student’
magazine at the age of sixteen, despite everyone telling him he
was too young and inexperienced. How he sold Virgin Records to
EMI for half a billion pounds and then regretted it. How he started
an airline to rival that of BA and even won a lawsuit against them.
How he purchased a tropical island paradise called Necker where
he spends a lot of time with friends and family. How he went on to
break world records in a hot air balloon and entertain royalty; and
these are just some of many!
‘Screw It Let’s Do It’ is a great book that really does showcase
Branson’s entrepreneurial spirit and his adventurous, thrillseeking nature. Throughout the book, all the stories and lessons
Branson has learnt demonstrate his positive ‘just do it’ attitude. His
personal philosophies appear throughout the book: ‘Sometimes
you win and sometimes you lose.’ ‘Be glad when you win, don’t
have regrets when you lose.’ ‘Never look back you can’t change
the past, just try to learn from it.’

Book Review : Screw it, Let’s Do It

Branson’s Key Lessons are:
•
•
•
•
•

Just do it!
Have Fun!
Be Bold
Challenge Yourself
Stand On Your Own Feet

•
•
•
•
•

Live the Moment
Value Family and Friends
Have Respect
Do some Good
Listen, Learn, Laugh, & Lead

Branson diagnoses that a lot of his success is down to self-belief,
trusting his gut instinct and the fact that he is an incessant learner.
He believes that if you don’t make an effort in life, you won’t reach
your goals and emphasizes throughout the book that people
should work hard and be determined.
He is someone who authentically walks his talk and he certainly
inspired me greatly, as I already find myself remembering his
inspirational words. So I am now eager to read all of his other titles.
Richard Branson’s books are available at Virgin Megastores in
Cairo.
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Smart Gadgets to Make
your Work-life easier
Everyone wants to be on top of the game and to keep up with everything, from remembering important meetings to
rescheduling and a lot more. Technology plays a vital role in everyone’s life. It is not just for the tech savvy individuals who
want the latest model the market has to offer. The trend is now for a lot more than tablets, desktops and smart phones, the
market demand is for anything technology has to offer that will make work-life a lot easier. We have rounded up some smart
gadgets that should fit the bill:

PELOTON TREAD
This brand new innovation will zone you into your very
own ‘private fitness studio’. The Peloton Tread provides a
fully-fledged cardio training at your own place. The screen
provided with the tread offers videos from profound fitness
instructors, providing you with
structurally planned workout
sessions. Other Peloton users
can engage within these
sessions through leaderboards
inspiring you to train harder
amongst your fellow trainees.
Streaming these sessions on
your screens will cost $55 each
month. The Peloton tread costs
$5,500.

OPTOMA UHD51A ALEXA 4K PROJECTOR
Optoma projectors are known to their users as top-notch
quality. Optoma has released a brand new version which works
in assistance with the internally installed Amazon’s Alexa. So
basically ordering the projector to adjust its light projection to
movie-watching level will fulfill the need; leaving no room to
manually dimming the lights or brightening them. This projector
is powered by Android and costs $2,199.

GARMIN FORERUNNER 645 MUSIC
Garmin has been solidly known to rule all running
watches. The latest version of the watch provides an
option of playing music without the need to connect to
your phone, with a space allowance of around
500 songs. A Bluetooth connection is deemed
necessary for sure to connect it to
your headphones. Nevertheless,
the watch offers an option
for offline listening
through syncing with
Deezer. Garmin also
provides Garmin Pay
where you’re offered
contactless payments.
The watch costs $549.
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SAMSUNG THE WALL
This TV stands out from the LCDs. The Wall uses MicroLED
tech where the individual pixels project their own light in
contrary to what the LCD does where it relies on a backlight
for projection. Accordingly, colors are rigid enough; where
black looks solidly black and colors are vibrant and crisp. This
innovation is modular, changing size and shape based on
altering the brezel-less panels. The Wall’s price is still to be
confirmed.
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Doing It The Virgin Way

Not every great leader follows the same calling. They each make their personal mark on the people around them
and walk their own path. However, they do have similar qualities: they believe in themselves and others, and
they believe passionately in their work and their life purpose. In every edition of Evolve we spotlight one of these
inspiring figures. This edition we are delighted to feature Richard Branson.

DOING IT THE VIRGIN WAY
Sir Richard Branson clearly knows a thing or two about success.
This British born multi-billionaire, business magnate is a selfmade man who dropped out of school at the age of 16. His first
successful venture was a student magazine called ‘Student’, that
became hugely popular and was run out of the basement of his
home with his best friend from childhood. His mother, who was
always, and still is his inspiration, helped him out with moral
support and financial support. He was able to secure exclusive
interviews with John Lennon, not because of the magazine’s fame,
but because Lennon thought it was fascinating that a 16-yearold was determined enough to call him everyday asking for an
interview until he got one.
His success with the magazine started him on a roll, and within
a year of launching ‘Student’, Branson opened Virgin Records in
1972 and signed up some of the biggest names in the industry
at that time, such as the Rolling Stones. He followed this up with
Virgin Mega Stores in 1976 and in 1979 the company opened their
first mega store at the end of Oxford Street.

THE GROWTH OF BRANSON’S EMPIRE
As successful as Virgin Records was, he didn’t stop there, but
continued to build his empire. In 1980, he launched a travel
company called The Voyager Group, and in 1984, started the
world-renowned airline Virgin Atlantic. The story of how his airline
started is quite interesting: Branson was in his late twenties
and had booked a flight to the British Virgin Islands to meet his
girlfriend, who later became his wife. However, the final flight to
the island on that day was cancelled. Determined to make the trip,
he came up with the idea of chartering a plane, and raised money
for the charter by advertising tickets for $29 on a board at the
airport. It paid off, people bought tickets and he used the money
to charter a plane. This was the spark that inspired ‘Virgin Atlantic’.
He continued going from strength to strength and in 1991 started
Virgin Books. He has personally written and published 72 books,
the most popular of which is: “Losing My Virginity”, with other
popular titles such as: “Screw It Let’s Do It”, “The Virgin Way”,
“Business Stripped Bare”, “Reach For The Skies”, “Finding My
Virginity”, and “Arctic Diary”.
Virgin Radio station came hot on the tracks of Virgin Books in 1993
and in1996 he started a second record company, V2, which signed
up artists such as Tom Jones.

VIRGIN GALACTIC
The ever-adventurous Branson turned his focus upwards into
space and launched his space-tourism venture ‘Virgin Galactic’
in 2004. He partnered with Scaled Composites to form The
Spaceship Company, which set to work developing a suborbital
space plane. In April 2013, the project made an impressive leap
forward with the test launch of SpaceShipTwo. Branson was
delighted by the success of his spaceship’s first test, telling NBC
News: “We’re absolutely delighted that it broke the sound barrier
on its very first flight, and that everything went so smoothly.” In the
same year, more than 500 people had reserved tickets to ride on a

Virgin Galactic spaceship for as low as $200,000.
In Dec 2014, Branson announced the establishment of Virgin
Cruises, which later became Virgin Voyages. On October 31, 2017,
the company commemorated the milestone of laying down the
keel for its first liner, designed to hold 2,800 guests and a crew of
1,150. The venture remains on track to debut in 2020.
“HAD I PURSUED MY EDUCATION LONG ENOUGH TO LEARN
ALL THE CONVENTIONAL DO’S AND DONT’S OF STARTING A
BUSINESS, I OFTEN WONDER HOW DIFFERENT MY LIFE AND
CAREER MIGHT HAVE BEEN” - Richard Branson
As well as immense business success, Branson has spent years
building his personal brand, and the brand of Virgin. Through
his penchant for adventure and publicity stunts, he constantly
challenges himself to “get out there” and believes that success
and adventure isn’t going to come to you but you have to go
and find it. He was the first to cross the Atlantic Ocean in a hot air
balloon in 1987, and by 1991, he crossed the Pacific by air balloon.
On a lighter and less dangerous note, he drove a tank into New
York City’s Times Square, bungee jumped off a Las Vegas casino,
and had to dress up as a female flight attendant after he lost a bet
with a competing airline CEO.

DOING GOOD AND GIVING BACK
Branson is one of those billionaires who strongly believe in giving
back. According to Branson, “if you aren’t making a positive
difference to other people’s lives, then you shouldn’t be in
business.” He says this goes not only for individuals, but companies
as a whole. While he regularly contributes to charities, he has
a passion for humanitarian efforts. He is also one of the backers
and founding members of a group founded by Nelson Mandela
that leverages the power of influential people to find peaceful
resolutions to conflicts. Another humanitarian initiative of Branson
is the International Center for Missing & Exploited Children, an
organization that helps locate missing children and put an end
to young people’s exploitation. Saving the environment is also
a big thing for Richard Branson. He is the Co-Founder of “The B
Team” which is a non-profit initiative formed by a global group of
business leaders to catalyze a better way of doing business, for the
wellbeing of people and the planet.
While Branson’s approach to business has been unconventional,
his results are definitely unmatched. The Virgin Group reaches
35 countries around the world, with nearly 70,000 employees
handling affairs in the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia,
Canada, Asia, Europe, South Africa and beyond. Believing very
much in diversification, he has expanded his businesses to include
a train company, cosmetics, a luxury game preserve, and a mobile
phone company to name just some.
An advocate of work-life balance, Branson spends half of his time
on his own personal island with family and friends. He has a net
worth of more than $5 billion, and was knighted in the year 2000
by the Prince of Wales. When asked: “What is the key to your
success?” His answer was very simple: happiness!
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RICHARD BRANSONS’S INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP STYLE
Lets take a look at what lessons we can learn from Richard Branson’s passionate, fun, fresh and highly effective approach to leadership.
JUST DO IT – SAY YES & TAKE A RISK
“Fortune favors the bold, so make sure you are zagging when
everyone else is zigging.” – Richard Branson

choose to play it safe, and not speak up or give valuable ideas that
could lead to great innovation.
Q: Does your team fear making mistakes?

Throughout his life, Branson has taken quite a few risks, and
that’s one of the reasons why he is so successful. By daring to be
different, entrepreneurs can set their business apart from others.
Great leaders know that they will win some and lose some, but
they do not allow fear to prevent them from taking risks and trying
new things.
Q: Do you allow yourself to take risks, or do you play it safe?

MISSION OVER MONEY
“From my very first day as an entrepreneur, I’ve felt the only
mission worth pursuing in business is to make people’s lives
better.” –Richard Branson

LOOK AFTER YOUR TEAM – EMPLOYEES COME FIRST
“If you take care of your employees, your employees will take
care of your customers, and your customers will take care of
your shareholders.” – Richard Branson
According to Branson, good leaders work to create a culture
that always puts people first. Flexibility is a key part of a peoplefirst culture. One size rarely fits all, so it’s important to listen to the
needs of each individual and find solutions that allows everyone
to do their best. Branson fosters a culture that creates a welcome,
safe and innovative environment where everyone can feel like a
family. He strongly emphasizes the importance of hiring the right
people, who love what they do, who look for the best in others and
invest time in praising rather than criticizing and blaming others.
Q: Do you value your human capital? How much time do you
invest in recruiting, coaching and retaining star performers?
LEARN TO DELEGATE
“We find brilliant people to run it, give them a lot of freedom
to make mistakes, and don’t second guess them all the time.”
– Richard Branson
Learning that you don’t have to do everything yourself is a difficult
skill for many entrepreneurs, but it’s worth it. “If you find people
who can take on tasks you aren’t good at, it frees you up to plan for
the future,” Branson writes. Stop stressing that something won’t be
done correctly if you don’t have a hand in it and start putting more
faith into the people who work for you and under you. Employees
won’t be fully motivated unless they experience autonomy,
mastery and purpose, as this is the way they learn and grow. The
boss who constantly looks over shoulders will disengage team
members. By granting true autonomy, individuals take ownership
of the outcomes, and achieve growth and pride along the way.
Q: Are you delegating tasks or goals?
CELEBRATE FAILURE
“We’ve never been 100% sure that any of the businesses
we’ve started at Virgin were going to be successful. But over
45 years, we’ve always stood by our motto: ‘Screw it, let’s do
it’.” Do not be embarrassed by your failures, learn from them
and start again – Richard Branson
Why would you encourage or celebrate failure? Quite simply:
failure is the foundation for growth and innovation, and it is critical
to long- term success. Every time a person, a team, or a company
tries something new and makes a mistake or fails, valuable data
is gathered for future success. Yet, a lot of companies have a
fear-based culture that penalizes mistakes. Hence when failure is
associated with a negative impact on career, workers naturally will
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The need for purpose is one of the defining characteristics of
human beings. Purpose is a fundamental component to living a
fulfilled life. When people know that their day- to-day work aligns
with the greater mission of the organization it dramatically changes
the way they feel about that work. Great leaders know how to craft
or reinforce the mission of the organization and understand that
it can’t just be a sentence written on a poster in the conference
room. The mission is a great tool to engage and energize teams.
Q: Can your team members describe the organization’s
mission? When was the last time you talked about how the
work they do aligns with the mission?
LISTEN ACTIVELY
“Most people make the mistake of listening too little and
talking too much. Being a good listener is absolutely critical
to being a good leader.” - Richard Branson
The Virgin Way explains that the best leaders are great listeners.
It’s important to listen carefully to everyone involved in a business
venture, from individual team members to investors who allow the
whole project to get off the ground. Listening allows entrepreneurs
to make the most of the skills of those around them. Too often what
looks like listening is just the other person thinking of what they’re
going to say next. To truly listen requires you to focus on the other
person with the intent to understand before being understood.
Q: What’s your typical question to statement ratio while
interacting with your team members?
HAVE FUN AND FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
“Those people who spend their time working on things they
love are usually the ones enjoying life the most. They are also
the ones who dared to take a risk and chase their dreams.
Don’t think about fun as a word, think of it as a responsibility.”
– Richard Branson
Branson says fun, is one of the most important ingredients in any
successful business. “If you’re not having fun, then it’s time to try
something else,” he writes. The concept of having fun has driven
some of Branson’s most successful businesses, as he believes that
you’ll never be successful if you don’t love what you do and wake
up every morning excited. The key element is to realize that making
time for fun can actually increase positivity and productivity.
Q: How much fun did your team have last week?
KEEP SETTING NEW CHALLENGES
“If you don’t write down your ideas, they could be gone by the
morning.” - Richard Branson
Branson writes down every single idea he has, no matter how big
or small, and then challenges himself to follow up. He advises
carrying a notebook so that it is always possible to take notes.
Q: When was the last time you wrote down and followed up on
an idea that came to you in a flash?

INTERESTING FACTS
ABOUT RICHARD
BRANSON
• When Branson was at school, he suffered from dyslexia, and with few academic achievements,
his prospects for securing a well-paid job in those days were low.
• His mother always believed in him and instinctively knew that he would be successful in life.
She would regularly say: ‘One day he’ll become the Prime Minister Of England.’
• His first experience turning failure into success happened at 11 years old.
He and his best friend had planned a Christmas tree business, and
planted many trees. Upon returning home from Christmas break,
they found rabbits had eaten all their tree saplings. Instead of letting the
situation get the best of them, they went out and bought BB guns, killed
all the rabbits, and sold the meat for profit.
• After winning a court case against British Airways (caught for playing
dirty tricks against Virgin), he was awarded £500,000: £110,000
awarded to Virgin Airways, and £3 million in legal fees paid for
by BA. Branson generously divided the compensation
among his staff – widely known as the BA Bonus!
• Not only does the business magnate own his own
wildlife reserve in South Africa, he also owns his
own Caribbean island (Necker Island), which is
frequented by A-list celebrities all year round.
• In 2007, Richard Branson stunned the media
by announcing the Virgin Earth Challenge,
which will award $25 million to the
individual or group capable of designing
a commercially viable design to remove
anthropogenic, atmospheric greenhouse
gases without harmful effects.
• Branson has made several attempts to
break world records (of which some he
failed first time around!) including: the
fastest Atlantic Ocean crossing in the
Virgin Atlantic Challenger II and
crossing the Atlantic in his Virgin
Atlantic Flyer hot air balloon.
• He enjoys collecting memorable cars.
• How he describes himself on Facebook:
Tie-loathing, adventurer, philanthropist,
& troublemaker, who believes in turning
ideas into reality. Otherwise known
as Dr. Yes!
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CONSCIOUS AND
UNCONSCIOUS
LINGUISTICS
By: Dina Zahran

As humans, are we completely conscious of the way we
communicate? Let’s take a closer look at conscious and
unconscious communication to gain more information.
The message that we send when we talk is not only about what
we say. On the contrary, it’s mostly about what we don’t say. Our
body language, words and tone all play an important role in how
others perceive us. Interestingly enough, the one that speaks the
loudest is body language, as it forms the majority of how we are
understood and conveys with pretty good accuracy our emotional
intent. In fact, brain research shows that whatever we’re feeling
first shows up in our body, and only later (nanoseconds later) in
our conscious minds. The second most important is the tone of
the words and surprisingly the words themselves are the least
important!
The message that our subconscious receives is the one that really
counts. Let’s think of the subconscious mind as an elephant
and the conscious mind as an ant. The ant is the one driving the
elephant, but the elephant is far more powerful and it follows
orders without processing them logically. A good example is to
ask someone a question while nodding; to encourage them to say
yes. Another example is telling someone: “Don’t think of a green
lion”, and then asking: “What’s the first thing you thought of? ” and
it’s most likely a green lion! Even though logically we all know that
there are no green lions, the first instinct of the subconscious is to
picture a green lion because it is so good at following instructions.
There are many different factors that influence communication;
and for sure culture is one of them. The cultural background of
the speaker and the listener can affect understanding. Take, for
example, two Egyptians arranging to meet after ‘Friday prayer’. If
you ask a German person the same thing, they would need to have
specific details and would not understand the element of flexible
timing involved. Cultural differences can cause misunderstandings,
and without a focus on cross-cultural awareness, communication
can sometimes be viewed as disrespectful, or even rude.
For instance, during the peace negotiations in Cairo with Israel and
the USA in 1979; President Anwar Sadat said to a group of American
journalists: “Invited or not invited I shall be going to Washington”.
To the Americans, this statement appeared rude and arrogant, but
to Egyptians it meant he was determined to do his best to influence
a positive outcome and bring relations back on track. This is a
typical example of a cross-cultural communication phenomenon
referred to as “embedded cultural formulaicity”. He also used
a literal translation of a fixed Egyptian formulaic expression
commonly used among Egyptians. Such expressions are taken
for granted in terms of meaning and intention to the culture they
belong to, and can show up when speaking in a foreign language.
Another powerful communication tool is what you wear.
Most people don’t give enough importance to what colors or
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patterns they are wearing; and yet it is a determining factor in
subconscious communication. Of course, cultural differences
should be respected in terms of dress code, but the patterns
and colors of our clothes also play a powerful role. This was
clearly exemplified in the tie that Sadat wore to Tel Aviv during
his trip to discuss the peace treaty in Camp David that had a
swastika pattern. Even though he was going to advocate peace
and desired to put an end to war and violence, he wore the tie
to send a subconscious message to the Israeli Party that he was
still in a position of power.
Another case is how politicians like to use specific tie colors
when they are giving a speech. Hot tie colors like red and orange
are worn when the speaker is trying to make a firm, powerful
statement; whilst warm colors like blue and turquoise are worn
when the speaker seeks approval or empathy from the audience.
An interesting point to mention around color is that “drunk-tank
pink” is used to paint the cell walls of violent prisoners in the
United States, as this color has a calming influence.
A lot of the problems, conflicts and issues that are challenging
us as a society right now could be eliminated if we paid more
attention to how we communicate on both a conscious and
unconscious level. Communication is of vital importance to
everyone on this planet; and with the world getting smaller and
smaller, we need to focus on using all the tools we can to build
connections and enhance personal and professional success.

FUN FACTS ABOUT CLOTHING COLORS

White
Breaking the ice &
unity

Red
Leadership & Growth.

Orange
Tolerance & generosity.

Brown
Solidity & Reliability

Yellow
Honesty & Confidence.

Gold
Generosity & Triumph

Green
Practicality & stability.

Blue
Patience & Spirituality.

Indigo
Structure & Idealism

Grey
Information & Respect.

Silver
Reflection and Fluidity

Black
Seriousness & Elegance
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AN EVOLVING
RELATIONSHIP :

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
HUMAN
RESOURCES
and

By: Alexandra Pascu

For the majority of human resource professionals (HR),
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the white elephant in the
room. We’ve heard about it, some might have even
researched and read about it; yet we seem to be reserved
when it comes to voicing thoughts, fears and, maybe
even the opportunities, that we foresee for HR in the era
of AI.

Truth is, whether we like it or not the era has already started.
AI is here to stay and it is going to make a big impact. Will
AI take over our jobs?, will it enhance or replace the human
element in HR? Shall we talk about it, or ignore it for the
moment? These are all legitimate questions to ask, and
there’s no better time to start considering our options than
today.

To start with: What is AI?
Let’s start by agreeing what we define as AI. To put it simply,
AI is the ability of a computer program or machine to think
and learn from experience and perform human like tasks,
pretty much being “trained” to behave like a human. You
might be surprised to find out that you are already using
AI in your everyday life. If you’re an iPhone user, you might
have already asked Siri various questions, such as “Where’s
the closest Starbucks coffeeshop?” and you would have
received an instant answer. Video gaming is another
common example and the list is growing longer every day
with self-driven cars and personalized ads that show up on
social media.
AI is estimated to impact all business practices by 2020.
That’s only two years away, and up until now HR has been
relatively slow in welcoming AI. However, we are now on
the fast track towards reshaping the way we practice Human
Resources with the help of AI.

What shall we expect from AI in the HR arena?
AI is expected to transform HR processes and employee
experience, increase efficiency, reduce human bias and
significantly enhance HR’s analytical capability leading to
faster, more accurate and better-informed decisions.
There’s the inevitable debate and mix of opinions that
accompany any big change, yet AI is gathering more and
more adepts on a daily basis and HR professionals are starting
to consider how to embrace the innovation and make it work
in our favor and for the benefit of the organization.
Streamlining the multitude of possible applications in the
HR areana and exploring different routes from the already
expected enhanced data analytics capability; we can
explore three expected AI applications that are starting to be
consistently mentioned:

1. Enhanced Employee Experience
From recruiting to managing the day-to-day communication
with employees, AI has something in store to help provide
candidates and employees with an enhanced experience.
Chatbots are a great example and probably, once again,
you have already interacted with a chatbot while using
your Facebook Messenger to book a flight or to order a gift.
A chatbot is an automated, yet personalized conversation
between electronic software and a human being.
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Now imagine having chatbots available 24/7 to answer your
employees’ common questions or engage with candidates and
review their CVs in real time. One could basically access HR
solutions from virtually anywhere around the world and get an
instant response for something that nowadays might require
hours if not days.
It is envisioned that the use of chatbots will be extended so as
to provide employees with easy access to high quality and
personalized coaching. Now, that is a game changer that will have
a great impact on the experience and performance of employees!
Or will it? Isn’t empathy required for a coaching engagement?

“Will AI replace the HUMAN in HR?”
“There’s richness brought by AI [in the context of online people
assessment); but ultimately there’s something missing and dry
without the human touch. People don’t connect with a paper. You
need human to human interaction, being respected, felt – these
are the key qualities coming only from people.”
“Verdict: I’m not worried about AI. Maybe I’m naïve ”
Louise Kidd, Senior Organisational Psychologist

2. Targeted and personalized learning opportunities
We’ve been hearing about the importance of Learning Agility, as
a critical competency for the future. The future is now and AI can
provide us with the means to actually nurture one’s learning agility
and further develop it. Add to this mix a constantly changing
business environment that requires employees to learn on the
go and the benefits introduced by AI become critical. Existing AI
solutions are now able to recommend targeted learning based
on the job description or the specific competencies of each role.
Taking it further, there’s even software that can read materials,
summarize it and create mini learning programs that are provided
to employees as learning snippets based on their needs. Similar
solutions could ultimately analyze the typical activities performed
by an employee and provide bespoke learning solutions that fit
the learning preferences of the individual therefore facilitating
and optimizing the learning process to an unprecedented level.

3. Decreasing human bias and enabling better decisions
Through our nature, we have an innate tendency towards
bias. Some people are more aware and conscious about
their personal biases while others are not so aware, as these
biases might be deeply rooted in the unconscious mind. It is
traditionally accepted that human bias can be controlled and
diminished, however there’s no conclusive evidence that one
can completely remove or mitigate all its biases.
If we look at HR, recruitment is probably the most common
example of an HR practice that is highly susceptible to biases. In
this context, AI has the potential to diminish unconscious human
bias even further than the current traditional methods by being
programmed to ignore demographic related data such as age
and gender, to name a few. It can also reduce bias associated
with creating job descriptions, job postings and application by
carefully selecting words that appeal to a range of individuals
and are neutral to known conscious or unconscious biases.

Are HR professionals choosing to FIGHT or EMBRACE
Artificial Intelligence?
In our quest to understand the general perception of the
imminent impact of AI, we talked to some HR professionals and
business psychologists to gather their thoughts, insights and
reflections:

“AI is coming and we need to accept it. It’s not going to wipe
out our jobs, but we also need to redefine the role of the HR
professional, reformulating the core of our job. I feel it’s now more
important than ever. In HR, we need intelligence, but we also need
emotions. That’s why I think we need to rethink our role in HR and
this is where Organizational Psychologists can help. The question
is, on a longer term how can we use our higher intelligence, the
more abstract part, to differentiate us from machine intelligence?”
“Verdict: AI is replacing everyone [smiling]. It will ultimately
replace intelligence, but NOT the human”
Nancy El Zein, Business Psychologist
“Some professions [in the future] will be replaced by computers
[AI] but I strongly believe that there will be other new professions
that will come up, to serve the new environment.”
“Verdict: Do I feel threatened that AI will replace us in HR? No, I
feel confident that we will find all the space we need on that new
market”
Anna Savdur, Regional L&D Manager

In Summary:
AI is here, and it can’t be resisted or sent away and it definitely has
the potential to bring unprecedented richness to the HR arena.
As HR professionals, we are pretty much at the beginning of the AI
exploration journey. Giving the rapid advances in AI development,
we could all benefit from starting RIGHT NOW to change our
existing mindsets. Let’s look at AI with a new perspective and build
a deeper understanding on how it will impact our organizations,
our HR functions, our teams and ultimately, our roles.

About The Author
Based between Dubai and Egypt, Alexandra Pascu is
a Regional HR Consultancy Manager, specialized in
Talent Management, L&D and Competency Modelling.
Passionate about helping people achieve their potential,
she is a multiple certified assessor and NLP & Hypnosis
Master Practitioner. She practices hypnosis occasionally,
especially when writing articles for Evolve Magazine.
Disclaimer: getting into a trance while reading her articles
is strictly up to you.
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EVOLVING
ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
By: Jackson Allison

T

he concept of the entrepreneur is tossed around a lot today, and has drastically changed over the past 200 years.
As humanity awakens to an unprecedented collective awareness of the challenges and opportunities facing our
species and our planet, the term ‘entrepreneur’ might need to be redefined, yet again!

Nowadays, entrepreneurship is typically associated with
starting and running a business. Most definitions on the
web refer to innovation, risk and business. Generally, an
entrepreneur is recognized as meaning someone who
organizes and assumes the risk of a business in return for the
profits.
The term appears to have been introduced by Richard
Cantillon (1697-1734), an Irish economist of French
descent. Later, in 1803,Jean Baptiste Say, a self-proclaimed
entrepreneur, defined an entrepreneur as an economic
agent who organizes the means of production – land, labor,
and capital – to produce a given product. He then sells this
product to generate revenue to cover his costs of production –
rent to the landowner, wages to labor, and interest to capital –
and the leftover residual is profit. However, Say’s entrepreneur
does not simply produce and profit, but constantly seeks to
increase profits by lowering costs of production or increasing
the efficiency of resources by moving them from areas of low
productivity to areas of high productivity.
If this definition sounds familiar, it is because it is the one
found in most standard textbooks in economics. It might
also sound familiar because cost-cutting strategies and the
relocation of economic resources are common practices
today. But, is this the image that comes to mind when we think
of an entrepreneur?
Economist and political scientist, Joseph Schumpeter,
believed Say’s definition was too narrow. Writing over 100
years later, Schumpeter articulated that entrepreneurs are
not those who simply follow along the road of the lowest
cost of production; they are actually the ones paving the
road. For Schumpeter, entrepreneurs are the innovators, and
innovation goes hand-in-hand with technological change.
Thus, it is not enough to reduce costs and increase profits by
whatever means possible, but to reduce costs by increasing
productivity through innovation, i.e. through the introduction
of new technology or through new ways of doing things. For
Schumpeter, entrepreneurs shatter institutions and old ways
of producing; the innovator-entrepreneur drives “creative
destruction.”
The famous economist, Thorstein Veblen, disagreed with
the earlier theory because he believed that the creative,
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industrious, entrepreneur disappeared from the modern
business enterprise. This came about during the early 20th
century, as there was a separation of business owner from
the day-to-day operations of the business; and it was left to
managers. Former entrepreneurs then became absenteeowners, generating incomes from ownership (rent) rather
than from creativity and industriousness (their entrepreneurial
ability).
If we move rapidly along to modern times, Peter Drucker,
corporate management guru and educator, agrees that
innovation is essential, but does not believe that it completely
defines the entrepreneur. Innovation is simply one of the
many tools that entrepreneurs have at their fingertips. For
Drucker, “the entrepreneur upsets and disorganizes” the
production process as it is currently defined, which may or
may not involve technological innovation.
Contemporary economist, Richard Florida, would agree
that creativity is an essential attribute of the entrepreneur.
However, he believes that the environment plays a critical
role in nourishing the entrepreneurial spirit. In short,
entrepreneurs thrive in environments that score high on the
talent, technology, and tolerance scale.
Perhaps, Harvard business professor Howard Stevenson
has it right. “Entrepreneurship is the pursuit of opportunity
without regard to resources currently controlled.” This means
that an entrepreneur sees the opportunity, even if they don’t
currently have the resources to achieve it. It’s not about
deciding what to produce based on an efficient allocation of
available resources, but having a vision of what to produce
and then figuring out how to acquire the necessary resources.
Interestingly enough, research shows that entrepreneurs that
exhibit this spirit are more likely to have been raised poor than
rich.
Many view entrepreneurs as emerging captains of industry
and whether hailed as heroes or threats to social order,
entrepreneurs--and their innovations--have had, and
always will have, an enormous influence on the growth and
prosperity of nations. The market system has been one of the
most significant innovations in the history of humankind and
it’s definitely time to buckle up for an exciting new wave of
Digital Age entrepreneurs.

Evolving Entreprenuership
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social
recruiting
starts
today
By: Haya El Sayed

With a click on a button, you get there!
Social media platforms have been evident to attract various users.
Ranging from young teens to businessmen, these platforms have
provided each category with the needs they seek. Yet, when it comes to
‘social media marketing’, social media no longer serves the one purpose
of “just a look through the phone” but rather provides entrepreneurs
with a means to reach out and engage their target business audience.
The many chances of visibility that social media provides creates
a swoon of easy-access to many new businesses and provides a
maximized virtual outreach that you might not have known existed
before it came along. Young entrepreneurs usually resort to leveraging
social media platforms; not only because it seems easy to use and
simple, but rather because their ‘target audience’ are simply on social
media for their own personal preference. So why not simply provide
them with your product through sliding into their homepages?
Business integration within social media demonstrates a solid potential
for aggregating sales through a bigger market outreach; however,
many fail to achieve positive results because they lack the knowledge
of how important social media is. The following is a list of five main
reasons as to why it’s time for social media marketing and presence:

1. Provides you with access to get into people’s personal
space
Apart from the business marketing need for social media, many people
are active on social platforms for their own personal use, looking
through fashion pages, checking latest updates in technology,
messaging a friend and so on and so forth. According to DreamGrow
website, the three main online platforms — Facebook, Youtube
and Instagram — have exceeded three billion monthly active users
altogether, amounting to around half this world’s population! It’s clear
that social media allows you to reach out to an audience you have not
expected to reach through your on-ground marketing plan, locally,
regionally, and even internationally.
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2. Offers you an inexpensive platform to upsurge “brand
awareness”
All you need to get started is an internet connection and a computer!
Social media accounts are usually open for anyone to participate in and
take part of; therefore, providing you with a marketing tool that does not
breed on monetary input. This clearly offers you with an opportunity to
grow with just a small budget in hand.

3. Opens door for low-cost advertising means
If we compare social media’s advertising price range to advertising on
traditional media, we come to notice that not only are social media ads
steadfast but also of a lower cost. Social media outlets provide you first
with free ads before being entitled to paid ads, giving you the say in the
timespan you need to grow and your decision in going the extra mile
in full-time social media marketing. Nevertheless, offline advertising
fails to reach specific audience and therefore take the “blind shotgun”
tactic where they’re not even sure of their outreach. Online platforms,
on the contrary, provide you with filtering options that directs your
advertisements towards your selected target outreach.

4. Improves your presence on search engines
A clear correlation between social media and search engines exists.
This link is endorsed, evident and of positive relationship when it
comes to brand awareness. If your business has a good presence on
social media platforms, chances are high that the accounts’ presence
on search engines, like Google, will dominate the page; meaning that,
social media profiles will be ranked in the top ten results of brand
names’ search. This accordingly, provides your business with great
potential to connect to your clients.

5. Gives you easy communication with your customers
Social media integration within your business provides you with
chances to communicate with your clients. Be it for problematic
misunderstandings, appreciative comments, or for other existing
reasons, going social gives access to engage in such conversations.
Feedback given through these platforms gives you a heads-up to what
your market is all about at that moment; hence, having the chance to
either step-back or move forward.

6. Increases traffic to your website
Websites are the main identity to what your business is all about. You
need to, accordingly, get traffic in there in order to create a solid image.
Social media accounts create a great opportunity to increase traffic flow
to your website. Create teasers, upload videos and images, engage
your audience and link them to your website through these posts. Your
bio, as well, on these platforms is the first tab your audience will check
when visiting your page; therefore, make sure to have it well articulated
and for sure provide the link to your website.
Online inclusion of your business is deemed necessary in today’s fastpaced era. Social media marketing, nevertheless, provides customized
strategies that you can apply to rest assured that your marketing plan is
targeted towards your entitled audience. The shift to online integration
does not defy the power of the on-ground presence of the business.
Both strategies should go hand-in-hand in alignment with each other
to provide your business with the spark it needs to shine and flourish.
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team coaching :
A powerful way to Accelerate
Team Performance
By Julie-ann Odell

Organizations, business leaders and personnel must learn to work more effectively together in
today’s fast paced, highly volatile, complex and globalized business environment.
How we do business and the way we work has completely
changed and is constantly evolving. The coaching profession
came into existence to fill an unmet need in this interactive,
fluid world of rapid change and complexity that has to create
diversity and inclusion as an integral part of strategic growth,
and organizational success. It has grown out of diverse fields
such as social psychology, quantum physics, the humanities and
group dynamics and as a modality of support to personal and
professional development.
Coaching has also changed in response to the rapidly changing
landscape in which teams now operate and has been the fastest
growing component of leadership development in the last
10 years. The U.S. estimated market value alone for personal
coaching was $955 million in 2015 and $1.02 billion in 2016. It is
expected to reach $1.34 billion by 2022 — a 6.7% average yearly
growth rate from 2016 to 2022.
The newest kid to appear on the coaching block in the past
decade is team coaching which is increasingly becoming a
popular coaching choice, as organizations turn to the team as the
engine of business. Team coaching adopts many of the principles
of executive coaching but the fact that the client is a team, not an
individual, makes a huge difference.
More and more team coaching is being incorporated into
organizational development, as a standalone program or as a
follow on to training, and team coaches can often find themselves
working with a geographically dispersed team with members
who connect from across the continent, or across the globe. At the
organizational level, being able to involve more employees in a
coaching process at one time is a key advantage. Providing these
services at a lower per-capita price has definitely been an initial
selling point for organizations, as is the time factor.
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Common types of teams that benefit from coaching include:
•
•
•
•

Project teams		
Matrixed teams
Teams with new leaders
Teams after a merger

•
•
•
•

Teams undergoing change
Teams that are downsizing
Global teams
Virtual teams

Team coaching is now well rooted as an avenue for leaders to draw
on in support of better business results, better relationships and
enhanced personal and collective goals, as it is highly impactful
with cultural change and improving leadership. Team coaching
engagements take place in the context of an organization, which
operates with existing goals, vision and values that are shared by
all team members to differing degrees. The team coach focuses on
three levels of impact: self/individual, team and organization.
As organizations start to roll out this work, the added advantages
of the cross-functional fertilization that happens among parts of
the organization, through the relationships and conversations that
happen among peers, becomes an even more important advantage
of the team coaching process. This can lead to culture change
over time, as initiatives that bring together members from different
parts of the organization have a significant impact on building new
relationships. These new relationships can then transcend across
the silos that exist and have a positive impact on the organizational
culture by breaking down pre-existing walls.

The Coaching Conversation
The power of the team coaching process is in a sustained series of
powerful conversations that include important topics that are relevant
to the organization. Authenticity is the oxygen for any coaching
conversation, with a focus on accountability, goal setting, deepening
awareness, and supporting action. A critical aspect of team coaching
is for the coach to engage the team in the kind of communication that
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is vital for building and sustaining high performance teams. The
“triad of communication” includes what the International Coach
Federation (ICF) calls “direct communication, powerful questions
and active listening.” Coaching is all about a conversation with intent
and the collaborative nature of the team coaching conversation and
the connectivity it creates.

The importance of Building Trust
Trust, along with respect, is a foundation of all successful coaching
conversations and totally essential. Without trust, team members
may not be willing to open up or engage in the coaching process.
In the team environment, the ability for a team member to become
vulnerable with their peers, as well as their leader, requires a certain
level of trust. Team members may need time to feel safe in the
coaching conversation so that they can open up. It is important
that the coaching space feels safe and non-judgmental, not only
with the coach, but also with all team members. Team coaching
helps to build trusting relationships within the team and explores
the different needs, and what is important for team members
individually, and collectively.

Team Agreements
Key to masterful team coaching is supporting the team in creating
agreements that will last beyond the coaching work. Agreements
usually spell out the accepted behaviors of a team and coaches
will keep the team members focused and mutually accountable for
the goals, work plan and results of the team. This includes both the
leader and team and may involve bringing the tools and models that
participants are learning back to their work, as well as integrating
structures and ideas into their work processes. For example, a coach
may work with a team on having more difficult conversations, and
may introduce the team to a common model or framework they can
use to surface difficult issues.

Awareness is Key
Key to the coaching process is a focus on deepening awareness
around the issues at play and helping the team develop deeper
insight into their strengths, roles and the patterns that support and
sabotage them. The process focuses on the relationships within
the team, as well as learning areas, and is a good indication of
productivity and positivity. It is the behavioral agreements, coupled
with goal setting, that can bring some of the greatest benefits to
teams and enhance performance.

Some common team coaching focus areas may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

When a new team is being created and needs to hit the
ground running.
When an existing group of leaders needs to evolve into a team.
When an existing team is not performing as well as it could.
When a team wants to reinvent itself to meet challenges in its
environment.
When the team acquires a new leader or changes membership
significantly.
When a team is highly effective and successful and wants to
keep ahead of the game.

What is team coaching?
In creating successful team coaching engagements, it is really
important to talk about what team coaching is and what it is not. The
team coach is not a business advisor, a counselor, a replacement
for the leader or a group therapist. The team coach is a resource
and support to the team who strengthens and empowers members
to do their own work. They do not do the work for them. A team
coach provides an opportunity for a team to grow and perform at
a whole new level.

How long does it last?
Team coaching is a sustained process and like developing
fitness takes time. Holding teams accountable to action is key in
the coaching process and It is quite common for team coaching
engagements to last for six months, or even up to a year and a
half. They are normally launched through a one- to two-day offsite
retreat, that is followed up with regularly scheduled team coaching
sessions.
Employees today face personal and professional challenges that
were never imagined by the working generations of the past. In
times of significant change, team coaching can help teams make
plans and co-ordinate effective action to sustain maximum team
performance. In such fast changing times, leaders wishing to take
full advantage of their team-based structures would benefit from
employing a competent and qualified team coach.

About The Author

Julie-ann Odell is a certified leadership coach, organization
relationship systems coach, executive business coach
and life coach. She divides her time between her clients in
United Arab Emirates and Egypt. Mobile +201026740070 /
+971506592874 (Whatsapp).
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LEADING IN

turbulent
TIMES
By Mohamed Abdel Latif

Without a doubt, in the past few years, Egypt has been
witnessing a remarkable era that will certainly be
carved in the center of its rich vibrant history.
Economically speaking, this is certainly one of the toughest
periods that Egypt has faced for quite some time and perhaps
ever. To name just a few of the challenges: rising riots, tourism
income setbacks, and Forex dramatic swifts. Throughout all this
turmoil, CEOs and Country Business Managers are expected to
juggle all the spinning plates; whilst keeping their firms on the
map of ‘emerging markets’.
Taking a broader look at the recent business history from industrial
revolution till today, many nations suffered similar tough periods;
the global recession, World Wars, credit crunch or just national
political upheavals. So many lessons can be learnt from how
some nations transformed throughout years of pain and agony
and turned it all around to an astonishing bright future.
Many critics and business reviewers direct their focus on strategic
national aspects of what decisions governments should take;
while not doubting the importance of righteous legislations and
economical reform that can be brought forward on a national
level. There is no second thought on the equal weight of
significance for the role of top management for any organization
and how their contributions can positively amalgamate to boost
the overall national economy. This is not limited to CEOs and top
management, but also to the next couple of levels down from
senior executives.
While teaching many classes on leadership in Egypt and the
Middle East, especially in the arena of change management, I was
fortunate to come across several leaders who inspired me with
one striking conclusion: the secret to their success was always
about getting the basics right, doing what is right for the people,
the organization, and the brand.
Personally, I frequently get fascinated with the level of
sophistication in the models presented in many “Leadership in
Tough Times” articles; yet once I put my books aside and stand
in a room full of people, I stumble over the fact that ‘Getting-real’ is
the name of the game. You have to press all the right buttons rather
than attempting to sound like a Harvard lecturer or a Bloomberg
Analyst. And ‘simple’ doesn’t mean ‘easy’; as Steve Jobs always
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echoed; “Simple can be harder than complex”.
In the spirit of this ‘simple’ philosophy, I will lay out a recipe to illustrate
a mix of effective leadership practices that I have seen exhibited by
leaders facing turbulent times in the Middle East:

Above all else - doing what is right for the people and the
organization!
1. Listen, Listen and Listen more
I have seen some leaders campaigning for what they call “Hearing
sessions” and yet they end up doing most of the talking themselves! I
believe listening for leaders is not just a skill but is also an attitude. As
a skilled listener you can show your audience you are attentive, and
the good attitude of being truly attentive and not faking it. Another
listening skill could be asking the right kind of questions that provoke
critical thinking. A good attitude is asking ‘genuine’ questions rather
than ‘smart question’ as smart questions only serve to glorify those
who bestow the question.
During tough times you need to get the basics right and for this to
happen you will need to uncover the true root-cause of problems,
excavate for unseen opportunities and get around with some out-ofthe-box groundbreaking boosts. All these types of inputs usually rise
bottom-up in any organization if employees are encouraged to speak
up and contribute. As a measure of your listening effectiveness, if you
are not stumbling over at least one encounter a day where you say to
yourself “This is really interesting”, “I never thought of this before”, or
“let’s try it” then you still need to improve.
2. Campaign for a shared and relevant cause
No matter what level of audience you talk to, explain directions in terms
of long-term vision and strategy. While explaining your organizational
strategy you are not only clarifying the way forward but also providing
your team with the rightfulness of what your company or firm stands
for. This is key for individuals to connect to, especially in tough times.
Adopting a company’s mission is such a crucial mandate for leaders
to the extent that Jack Ma (Founder of Alibaba) once said; “It doesn’t
matter if I failed. At least I passed the concept on to others. Even if I
don’t succeed, someone else will”.
3. Create and safeguard the right environment
Like the human body, a healthy work environment gives your
organization immunity in times of turmoil against whatever behavioral
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germs you might think of: lack of team morale, complacency with
poor performance, office gossip, etc. Work environment is not about
the organizational hygiene factors as in employee’s benefits or
even a friendly workspace but rather how do employees interact
on a daily basis and how do they feel towards their managers,
subordinates and teammates.
As a top leader your role goes beyond simply making sure the
performance appraisal system works, or the company’s values
program, or how HR KPIs are nicely presented during quarterly
review meetings. Your role certainly scales up to creating the
proper culture that invites, trains and empowers line managers to
implement these drivers in their everyday work with their teams.
Line Managers are the artists who paint your culture’s identity. If
they get it right then you have got the job done. You will need to
ask yourself: Are your line managers encouraged to implement such
behaviors? Are they capable of doing it? And do they have the right
tools, resources and decision-making capacity to implement the
right kind of behaviors?
This leadership capability of safeguarding the proper work culture is
even more important in tough times, as many top executives during
turmoil fall into the trap of “survival mentality”. With such a mindset
they focus too much on bottom line and tend to unconsciously skip
what is important for their people or their brands.
4. Absolutely avoid anything that divides
Does it sound obvious? Then please do it! If you have a hobby of
expressing your own personal opinion on how things happen, or if
you think a polite civilized debate on a limited-invite business lunch
would help break the ice, then you will have to let those habits go.
In this crazy social media era and fertile gossip making environment,
any word or hint you express may be stripped off its context and
reshaped into something that could disappoint members of your
team, your clients or your consumers. I see many leaders that fail to
do so, and believe that they have the right to have a personal point
of view shared openly, and/or believing they can segregate their
personal views from their business welfare.
I always ask anyone who thinks so to run a little experiment: Sit down
with a bunch of people who initially don’t know each other but you
know they just happen to have opposing personal views. Then lock
your emotional involvement away and let them have their debate.
You will see them easily becoming polarized and divided. Then
comes the interesting part: Open another topic of discussion, and
you will see people continue to subtly hold onto their points of view
against others, even if there is no reason to dispute the new subject.
Avoiding what divides doesn’t only protect against unnecessary
morale damage but actually offers those rivals a safe harbor point
to gather around you and unite for other valuable causes where
everyone can relate.

to your consumers. You may need to break some rigid and
established marketing molds that lasted for decades in order to be
flexible to these changes.
2. Educating your consumers and investors is more important
than ever!
Whether you sell your products or services to the out-of-pocket
market or you sell to private or national organizations. Despite the
huge economical pressure allowing for less purchasing options,
buyers still make wrong decisions, and those decisions become
more costly as it drains out resources quicker and makes recovery
from these mistakes even tougher for both the consumers and
the organization. For example, despite the narrowing purchasing
capabilities of middle class families we easily see many still
split their spending unwisely. So items like health or family
nutrition might get compromised for the sake of some leisure or
unnecessary items! Reality is that the consumer is not the one to
blame, those consumers were left alone making those decisions
without companies empowering them with the right and genuine
non-marketing information that will enable them to make the right
purchasing decisions. It’s a pity to see some companies make
savings on education campaigns while continuing to spend
ridiculous amounts on above the line advertising. If you believe
you own a good product or service, then you need to recognize
that a funny limerick and a good-looking model are not enough to
sustain a return on investment. You are competing for every single
pound coming out of the buyer’s pocket and hence it is better to
play towards the well being of the consumer.
3.Thrive not survive!
In describing his philosophy of risk taking, Mark Zuckerberg once
said, “In a world that is changing really quickly, the only strategy
that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks”. Despite being in
tough times, you will need to stop searching for calm water and
predictable weather, as having a growth mentality, rather than
a survival one is absolutely essential. In fact, economical turmoil
is perfect timing for marketplace transformation and changing
the rules of the game, so don’t limit yourself to the transitional
playbook. For instance, in the energy market perhaps investing in
renewable energy is the right answer, especially in the presence
of the gigantic Benban project in Aswan. Or, if you are in tourism
then you might need to take your offerings to a brand-new level in
order to compete with markets like Spain or South France rather
than just competing for the same old cake of Russian/Italian or
traditional Arab families.

Secondly… Doing what is right for your brand and the
marketplace!

Finally, I would conclude with saying that lessons from recent
history in different parts of the world clearly show us that living a
tough economical era is not a few-bumps-on-the-road story, the
road ‘is’ bumpy all the way and it is a long one to go. There are no
head starts or short cuts, yet it is amazing how almost all stories
draw back to one same center of gravity; “In times of crisis those
who show true colors of courage, perseverance, passion and
determination to succeed have a much better chance of winning”.

1. Let go of legacy stories!
Things change and what worked perfectly in the past may not be
the exact answer for today’s problem. Many organizations and
senior leaders just fail because they were unconsciously becoming
too arrogant to get the new pulse right! It is worth mentioning that
leadership practices hold true for external stakeholders whenever
applicable, so for example in this case you should listen very carefully

About the Author
Mohamed has worked widely across the MENA region for the past
18 years. He is a pharmacist with experience in working as a senior
executive for multinationals. The last position held was Country
Business Manager at Nestlé. He is currently working as a freelance
consultant, whilst managing his own private business, as well as
pursuing a Masters Degree in Physics and teaching at the AUC.
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PERFORMANCE
APPRAISALS,
CAN’T LIVE
WITH THEM, CAN’T
LIVE WITHOUT
THEM…
By Rawda Badr

N

othing can trigger pangs of unease for a manager like a
pop-up reminder telling you that it is time for the annual
performance appraisal process to kick off. Performance
appraisals likely should take second place as the most
dreaded process for managers and employees alike (first
place having been reserved for communicating termination
notices). Despite the initial negative feelings when hearing the
words ‘performance appraisal’, it is a fact that most individuals
would rather hear the truth. However, even though we prefer
honest and candid feedback, not everyone looks upon feedback
occasions with pleasant anticipation.
So just why is it that managers and employees have so many
misgivings regarding the performance appraisal process? Let
us start with the forms used to initiate this process. The intent
behind performance appraisals is to have a candid discussion with
employees to talk about how they performed during the year and
what can be done to improve performance. What we find, based on
the preferred organizational method, is that managers are provided
with a standardized and sometimes onerous format of what they
need to ask and how to assess each employee. Providing input on
performance, employee perception and line manager’s input can
raise some very thorny issues.
A performance appraisal session that started out with the intent to
be objective can turn personal very fast. Managers can fall into the
trap of evaluating the employees’ characteristics and behaviors,
instead of their actual work performance during the year. Managers
are more often than not, totally unprepared to deal with the range
of emotional responses that appear because of a difference in
perception. When performance appraisals do not go as planned,
it can create a difficult relationship between the manager and the
employee for quite some time. Recovering from a bad performance
appraisal process can be just as painful as recovering from a
breakup.
if your line manager is telling you that you are not showing enough
enthusiasm and positive energy when you consider that the
outward signs of absence of enthusiasm have in no way diminished
your ability to deliver or even exceed the expected results. As you
sit there listening to this feedback, your mind has already wandered
off to the start of the year trying to piece together situations where
you could have been more enthusiastic? You then start to think this
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feedback would have been great if it had been explained that
overt enthusiasm was a parameter to be considered in assessing
performance. It would have been perfect if the feedback had been
shared earlier in the year, or on the spot, rather than waiting for the
end of the year to bring it up. As an employee you start to blur
the distinction as to whether you are being assessed for what you
have delivered to the business during the year, or for your general
demeanor during delivery.
Equally, employees may walk into a performance appraisal with
a belief that the entire process is management-driven, in the
sense that the employee has no say in the ratings of his or her
performance. As an employee you may be given the attempt
to share your own feedback and push back on what you see
as a misconception on the part of the management, however,
in most cases the process is a one-way street where the role
of the employee is to accept management’s decision on their
performance.
As you skim through human resources literature, you will find that
there has been a movement to abolish performance appraisals
altogether because many people feel that they just do not work.
However, in the absence of any other reasonably objective
means of assessing performance, it appears that for now the
performance appraisal is here to stay. So, what can we do to
improve the process and make it more bearable? As managers we
can begin by being timelier in giving feedback. There is no point
in waiting till the end of the year and leaving an employee in the
dark if there is an opportunity to help redirect the employee to a
more productive outcome.
As a rule, in life, the more you do something then the more likely
you are to keep on doing it, so feedback needs to be featured
into all team interactions and made part of the normal operating
mode. Performance appraisals need to be a positive experience
by interspersing positive comments with areas for reflection
to present a balanced picture. As we all know, it is much easier
to say positive things and highlight on what has been done
well, rather than on areas that need developing. However, even
developmental feedback can be given in a positive light, if it’s
done within a balanced scenario and in a positive spirit.
Happy performance appraising to you all!
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MINIMIZING
THE EFFECTS
OF OFFICE
&GOSSIP

Humans have a habit of making up stories in their head and believing their
own assumptions. This kind of behavior leads to gossip and all sorts of
misunderstandings and unnecessary conflicts, because assumptions can
become beliefs and beliefs drive behavior.

In the workplace, office gossip spreads insecurity and breeds
uncertainty. Most people engage in small talk with friends and
colleagues, but this can easily turn into negative gossip. Left
unchecked, gossip will eventually lead to office politics and turn
the work environment toxic, as it yields nothing positive.

3. Pull aside any of your staff members separately and meet with
them privately to address any gossiping. Make sure you explain
how it is affecting the workplace. Point out that they have wasted
time gossiping and could have used that time for work or positively
encouraging co-workers instead of spreading rumors.

Whether the organization is large or small, multinational or
family business, public or private sector - or whether the gossip
generates from employees or management - the most important
thing to understand is that office gossip happens and it needs to
be dealt with promptly.

4. The flipside of negative gossip is to create a culture where people
share positive stories about their workplace and customers. Think
of examples where peers and bosses can communicate to each
other what they feel proud about at work. An example would be
an employee going above-and-beyond in serving a customer, then
management sharing the story company-wide and through social
media to increase brand value.

While gossip may never completely go away, managers can
help to control it by focusing on the following practical ways to
help eliminate this unproductive habit:
1. Address the detrimental effects of office gossip in a staff
meeting with your team. Point out that there are no positive
effects to office gossiping. Instead, let your staff know that
gossiping gets in the way of productivity and slows everything
down. Mention that continued gossiping will be noted on
performance evaluations, which can affect pay raises.
2. Be the first to inform staff of company decisions such as hiring
and firings, new policies and policy changes. If you can practice
open communication, it will kill the need for people to speculate
and perpetuate gossip. Answer your staff’s questions honestly if
they come to you to confirm rumors. This may lead to your staff
coming to you first before spreading office gossip.
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5. Be a good role model for others to follow and don’t engage in the
gossip. Be assertive, walk away, or change the subject when the
gossip starts. The message you’re communicating to others is that
this kind of behavior won’t be tolerated.
WHAT OFFICE GOSSIP CAN CREATE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect information being passed along
Spread of rumours
Conflicting loyalties
Counteracts company values
Encourages resistance to management plans
Lack of collaboration
Distrust
Toxic work environment
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top 7
billionaires
under the
age of

35

Conventionally, it takes a person a long time to
be able to accumulate vast wealth, or an inspiring
success story. However, some others are lucky
enough to hit the jackpot very early-on. Here is a
list of the world’s wealthiest ten billionaires under
the age of thirty-five and how they made their
fortunes.

1. Mark Zuckerberg (33)

3. Lukas Walton (32)

The wealthiest person on our list happens
to also be the most recognized name out
of all of the entrants. At a staggering 72.1$
billion, Zuckerberg is not just the richest
billionaire under thirty-five, he is also the
fifth richest man in the world.

At number three comes an under-the
radar sort of figure. Lukas Walton,
grandson of Wal-mart founder Sam
Walton, is not one to grab the headlines.
As a matter of fact, very little is known
about Walton, who is believed to be an
active investor and philanthropist with a
net worth of 15.3$ billion.

How he made his billions
Founder of Facebook

How he made his billions
Inheritance of father’s fortune upon his
2. Dustin Moskovitz
death in a plane crash
Dustin Moskovitz, who has secured the number
two spot on our list, has a history with our number
one billionaire. He co-founded Facebook with
Mark Zuckerberg and stayed on for its early years.
Moskovitz later moved on and started his own
business, which helped him achieve a net-worth of
17.1$ billion.
How he made his billions
Founder of Asana, a web and mobile application
designed to help teams track their work.
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4. Scott Duncan (35)
5. Bobby Murphy (29)
2018 will mark the last time Scott Duncan
will be on this list. At just thirty-four years
of age, the Enterprise Products Partner
shareholder has a net-worth of 5.49$
billion. However, it is worth mentioning
that he is not actively involved with the
business.

Yet another player in the technology
industry makes the list, meaning three out
of the top five richest billionaires under
thirty-five are now leading figures in
technology. At just 28 years old with a networth of 3.8$ billion, Murphy has loads of
time to expand his wealth and climb the
list.

How he made his billions
Inheritance of father’s fortune.
6. Evan Spiegel (27)

How he made his billions
Co-founded social media app Snapchat.

At number six comes a man who was
once the youngest public company
CEO around. Again, Evan Spiegel comes
from the technology field and shares
the story of Bobby Murphy as he cofounded Snapchat with him. Spiegel is the
youngest billionaire on this list and even
has the same net worth as Murphy at
3.8$ billion.
How he made his billions
Co-founded social media
app Snapchat.

7. Nathan Blecharczyk (34)
Nathan Blecharczyk is an American
business executive and entrepreneur. He
is the third person on this list to have a
net-worth of 3.8$ billion, and his source
of income is one of the most useful and
popular platforms to travelers all around
the world today.
How he made his billions
Founder of Airbnb, which now
operates in more than
65,000 cities world-wide.
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Every year thousands of people across the globe attend courses and
buy books on goal setting, goal getting and personal achievement.
Their goals are often the same ones they made last year such as going
to the gym more often, watching less television, eating healthy food
or meditating every day. The sad truth is most never reach their true
potential or put into practice the tools and techniques that they have
learned because they simply go back to the way they’ve always done
things.
It appears in life that you get one of two things: either the results you
want, or the reasons or excuses for not getting the results you want.
Excuses and reasons include: “I didn’t achieve my goal of being fit and
healthy because being overweight runs in our family”, “it’s genetic”, “I
didn’t get the job I wanted because I don’t have a degree”, “My health is
not good enough and it holds me back”, “I don’t have enough money to
do anything to change my situation”, “I have too many responsibilities”,
“I can’t change, I’m too old”. Do any of these sound familiar?

HOW TO
CREATE

RESULTS
INSTEAD OF
EXCUSES
By: Carol Talbot

Just for a moment imagine a time in the future when you didn’t have
any reasons for not getting what you want, and all your excuses have
disappeared. How empowering would that be?
It’s time to consider yourself to be a bus driver, driving your life in
different directions. Sometimes you pick up well-behaved passengers
and sometimes they are unruly. The passengers are your thoughts and
feelings. At times they can be rude and noisy shouting out things like
‘you’re a reckless driver,’ ‘you’re lost and have no idea where you’re
heading,’ or ‘get a move on! ‘. And at times they can be empowering
like: “Wow, that was a good move, keep going in that direction”.
Basically it boils down to this: If you are ready to grab the steering wheel
and take your foot off the brake, then it is possible to change your life
story. You can reclaim back your personal power and create a different
ripple effect in your world, by changing your perspective.
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Here are three ways to challenge some of your reasons and excuses for
not having your life the way you want it:
Excuse # 1 ‘I’m just unlucky, I can’t do anything about it’
How to challenge it: Be the cause for all the effects in your life. Life is
a chain reaction of causes and effects. Everything that happens was
caused by what happened before and is the effect for what will happen
next. The important thing is whether you choose to think of yourself as
being on the Cause side of the equation or on the Effect side. Some
people seem stuck on the ‘Effect’ side of life, bemoaning their bad luck.
Others habitually think of themselves on the ‘Cause’ side of life, always
doing and achieving things. The question to ask yourself is ‘How have
I created this situation in my life?’ and more importantly, ‘What can I do
about it?’
Excuse #2 ‘I’m not good enough, ‘I’ll never amount to anything’
How to challenge it: No doubt you have heard the saying, ‘whether
you believe you can, or whether you believe you can’t, you’re probably
right!’ Your beliefs form the rules that you run your life on for better or
for worse. Your beliefs are literally behind everything you do whether
you know it or not. People often think that experience is what leads
to beliefs, but it’s actually the other way around. Your beliefs shape
your destiny. For example, if deep down you believe you’re not good
enough to accomplish something, then that belief will create your
reality. It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. So when was the last time
you examined your beliefs? Are they outdated and only
supporting a limited view of what’s really possible for you?
Maybe it’s time to choose your own beliefs rather than
operate from those passed down by your ancestors.
You begin to change your beliefs in the moment you
start to recognize them. Imagine turning the light
on in a dark room so that you can instantly see
what has been tripping you up when you’ve
been walking around. Now the light is on!
Excuse #3: It won’t work for me,’ ‘Bad
things always happen to me’
How to challenge it: Your thoughts and
what you create in the world is expressed
in your language, therefore if you change
your language, you begin to change your
universe. Thoughts are just thoughts and
they can be changed. Work on self-awareness
and changing the language you use every day to
label people, events, situations and circumstances
in your life. As soon as the label you put on them
changes, your experience and perception of the person,
the event, the situation or the circumstance also changes.
Once you realize you are the one creating your life, it gives you the
power to change it. You can choose to pay attention to different things
and interpret experiences differently, When you change on the inside,
everything will start to change on the outside, as change begins within.

Carol is sought after by organizations and individuals seeking a learning
consultant and keynote speaker. She is a Master NLP trainer and certified
fire walker facilitator. Carol has set herself apart for more than two decades
and enjoys sparking inspiration, creativity and greatness within individuals
and teams worldwide. Whether one-on-one or to audiences of thousands
when Carol speaks, people listen. Her latest book You The Divine Genius is
now an Amazon international best seller. www.caroltalbot.me
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BUSINESS INSIGHTS
Egypt: The New Importer of Russian Goods.
Russian Export Center released documented statistics
regarding Egypt’s record of Russian imports. This revealed that
Egypt has outshined China in regards to the largest procurer
of Russian goods, amounting to around $1.8 billion in terms
of products in 2017. Food imports were around $1.73 billion
net worth, accounting to nearly 44% increase in comparison to
2016. Egypt’s high consumption of bread stimulated the high
rate of wheat imports which is around 80%.

Geely Chairman: Automotive
Deals are to be Halted
Founder and Owner of China’s
Geely (car manufacturer) Li Shufu
declares that no further purchases
are to be proceeded in carmakers
after he had gotten up to 10% of Germany’s Daimler
shareholding. Shufu continues to mention that the focus of the
brand will be targeted towards the improvement of existing
holdings. He, nevertheless, led a major procurement push
on the global scale ever since 2010 through taking over the
Swedish car manufacturer, Volvo, from Ford Motor Co. with a
deal of around $1.8 billion.

Cyprus to Egypt Gas Pipeline Contract to be Signed
Mid-2018.
Minister of Petroleum Tarek al-Mulla mentioned that during mid2018, Egypt is expected to sign a contract with the European Union,
EU, in hopes of constructing a Cyprus-to-Egypt gas pipeline. The
EU will be the prominent recipient of the energy to be produced.
Minister Mulla further explained that the main features of this
collaboration is aspiring to make Egypt the core of the petroleum
and gas market in order to safeguard its position as a key player in
the energy industry.

First Egyptian Manufactured Phone: SICO
SICO, an Egyptian manufactured
phone, has been officially
launched as the first Egyptian
phone with around 45% locally
manufactured components. It
has been indulged in around
EGP 400 million investments.
SICO is assembled at the
company’s plant in New Assiut
Park; an economic precinct for
telecommunications and IT.

Telecom Egypt and Orange Data Sign a Three Year
Agreement Plan.

E-Commerce in Egypt is to Reach 2.7 billion USD by
2020
According to Payfort’s reports, e-commerce is expected to
skyrocket its revenues in comparison to previous years. In
2014, this business sector was worth around 1.4 billion USD,
led mainly by users whose ages range from around 26-35 years
old. Given the large percentage of Egyptians who are under
the age of 30 years old, the demand for online purchases and
dependency on technology is deemed to increase by 2020 to
around 2.7 billion USD.

The brand new telecom network
within the Egyptian industry, WE Telecom Egypt Company, signed
a commercial deal with Orange
Data that is to remain in progress
for three years. This agreement is
expected to offer “infrastructure
and
transmission
services”
through the Egyptian based
network. Accordingly, Orange
Data will be provided with WE’s
fixed internet services. This deal
was signed by Telecom Egypt’s
managing director and CEO
Ahmed el-Beheiry and Orange
Egypt for Telecommunications’
S.A.E. CEO Jean Marc Harion.
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COMING SOON

EVOLVE
Call For
Contributions
Who We Are
A team of individuals who aim to evolve work culture and corporate
life. We want to inspire people to live up to their fullest potential, and
take charge of their careers and life. We are calling for passionate and
dynamic people who want to take part in our mission to empower
people’s lives, both personally and professionally.
Our Audience
Readers of Evolve magazine are CEOs, entrepreneurs, leaders, HR,
strategists, innovators and anybody who wants to improve themselves.
Our readers work throughout many industries, in various levels and
positions, and like to be challenged by new concepts, practices, and
ideologies. Our content serves as a reference point for people who
are keen on developing and cultivating growth in their personal and
professional lives and want to evolve.
Types of Submission
If you would like to contribute to Evolve, we welcome all types of
submissions. Articles can take the form of research essays, analysis of
trends and/or strategies, and feature editorials. Articles will be reviewed
before being published.
Contact editor@evolvemagegypt.com for more details.

try this
teambuilding
ice breaker
FOUR CORNERS
Distribute a pen and sheet of paper for each player.
Each person divides the sheet into four boxes/squares
either by folding the paper in half twice (vertically and
horizontally) or simply by drawing a horizontal and vertical
line that crosses in the middle.
For each square, each person will describe themselves in
the form of drawings. Choose these four topics in advance.
For example, in the top left square, everyone could draw
“favorite hobbies,” while in the top right, people could
illustrate “favorite place on earth for vacation,” the bottom
left could be something like “if you were an animal,
which one would you be?” and the bottom right could be
something like;
“What are the most important things in your life?”
Feel free to be as creative, hypothetical, or deep as you
like. Allow five to ten minutes to draw. When everyone is
finished, gather them together
and share the drawings as a group.
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